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About This Game

Fog floating in the cold sea.A cry came from the depths of darkness.A fishing boat drifting with a smell of blood.What exactly
happened to them? You reproduce one after ano 5d3b920ae0
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This is a puzzle game in which you solve the mistery of a ship's crew that has been murdered. The atmosphere is very nice and
dark but not in a horror way. You feel to be alone on this ship surrounded by puzzles of its former inhabitants. The English
localisation is a bit rough, but the game does not rely on texts. It also has hints if you don't want to solve every puzzle yourself.
Beware of the torn pages, I had mine disappear when I tried to combine them while I hadn't obtained all three of them. That is
the only bug I experienced. It is a nice small game.. This is a puzzle game in which you solve the mistery of a ship's crew that
has been murdered. The atmosphere is very nice and dark but not in a horror way. You feel to be alone on this ship surrounded
by puzzles of its former inhabitants. The English localisation is a bit rough, but the game does not rely on texts. It also has hints
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if you don't want to solve every puzzle yourself. Beware of the torn pages, I had mine disappear when I tried to combine them
while I hadn't obtained all three of them. That is the only bug I experienced. It is a nice small game.
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